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Abstract - The main objective is to reduce the manual operation of cutting the bamboo which is time-consuming and the mechanism once automated, the high production rate of the strips would allow more time and resources to produce a wide range of applications. Bamboo - Material of the Century would then be in the right direction towards better resource utilization and can sustain an industry on its own, which would intensify employment & revenue. The machine is powered by a pneumatic cylinder arrangement which enables the bamboo reciprocation on the guideway provided and the blade at the bottom cuts the strips.
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1.INTRODUCTION Bamboo Utilization

This bamboo based products are produced from thin strips of bamboo. There are a wide variety of such products and they have been closely associated with the development of civilizations in bamboo growing regions of the world for many millennia. The products may be primarily intended for agricultural use, such as baskets for vegetables or animals and winnowing trays for cereals, or they may be household products such as baskets, trays, jars, case, lampshades, fans and mats. The techniques require considerable skill and experience on the part of the weavers and the designs require innovation on the part of the designers. A bamboo-based product unit provides income generation and skills development to those that it employs.

1.1 Bamboo Utilization

Before bamboo is emerging as a major source of raw material for several processed products primarily due to its fast growth, wide spread occurrence and its multiple uses. Bamboo has versatile uses over 1500 as building material, paper pulp resource, scaffolding, food, agriculture implements, fishing rods, weaving material, substitute for rattan, plywood and particleboard manufacture. Pickled or stewed bamboo shoots are regarded as delicacies in many parts of the country. The major user of bamboo in India is paper industry, which consumes sizeable proportion of the total annual productions.

1.2 Bamboo Economy

Sample According to estimates, bamboo-based activities could easily generate 8.6 million additional jobs in India and thus enable 5.01 million families to cross the poverty line. Currently there is a mismatch in demand and supply. At present the demand for bamboo is 26.9 million tonnes as against the supply of 13.47 million tonnes. A coordinated action plan could put this skewed equation right, especially given the wide availability of bamboo in India.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Design and develop a prototype model demonstrating the concept of a bamboo strip-cutting machine through the instrumentality of pneumatic cylinder, to enhance the commercialization of bamboo products. Our project aims to feeding the raw material into the machine. When this is done, a set of rollers are used to guide bamboo and the feeding action is provided by pneumatic cylinder. The primary aim of concept generation and evaluation is to ensure that the product can perform all major functions.

3. WORKING PRINCIPLE

The bamboo is placed by an operator from the upper side. Once the bamboo is placed, pressure is built up in the pneumatic cylinder which gives an output force. Due to the outward force of the cylinder, the bamboo is pushed forward along the guideway where the bottom part of the bamboo strikes a Stainless Steel 2-way-blade, which is placed in the center of the guide, cuts the lower part and the bamboo continues on the guideway. The strip that gets sliced is then collected and meanwhile the bamboo reached the other side of the guideway. During the instroke, when the piston is getting back to its original position, the bamboo is again cut through the other side of the blade. Thus, every stroke of the piston cuts 2 slices of the bamboo, delivering twice the expected outcome and thus, enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency of the machine. Clamps, springs and roller system is attached to the assembly to keep the bamboo intact on the guideway and avoid it from falling down.

Figure 1. Block Diagram for the Mechanism
4. MACHINE ASSEMBLY

The fundamental components of the machine include a double-acting pneumatic cylinder, MS frame, air compressor to power the cylinder, DCV, PU tubes for the transmission, hoses for connections and a screw-spring system to constrain the motion of the bamboo in the vertical motion due to the vibrations. A blade is fixed at the bottom center of the guideway which cuts the bottom part of the bamboo.

Figure 2. 3-D Design for Machine Assembly

Metal cutting, sawing, welding and drilling were the major mechanical operations carried out during the manufacturing of the machine.

Figure 3. Actual Prototype Assembly

5. BLADE ANALYSIS

Figure 4. Stainless Steel Blade

6.1 ADVANTAGES

i. Cycle time reduced due to automation, which promotes faster production.
ii. Mass production possible.
iii. Portable and less maintenance.
iv. Light weight.
v. Skilled operator not necessary.
vi. If necessary, can be powered with hydraulic cylinder.

6.2 LIMITATIONS

i. Compressor necessary at this stage.
ii. Requires AC supply only.
iii. Less pressure delivery during instroke motion.

6.3 APPLICATIONS

i. Small and medium timber cutting industries.
ii. Workshops.
iii. Bamboo and wood supplying dealers.
iv. Entrepreneurs looking forward to explore in this undiscovered field.
7. RESULTS

i. After trials on a pneumatic cylinder, it is observed that hydraulic cylinder reduces the shocks on the machine at a lower speed than the pneumatic cylinder, which proves to be beneficial.

ii. However, a pneumatic cylinder is opted due to its safe functioning. The market availability and extremely high cost of hydraulic cylinder are secondary causes for selecting pneumatic cylinder.

8. CONCLUSIONS

i. The maneuverability of the machine is extremely good with easy and safe handling.

ii. It provides the expected results on the outstroke but does not work effectively during the instroke due to the reduced pressure.

iii. As there is a lack of efficient and cheap bamboo splitting machine, this machine is the best optimum solution.

iv. Multiple ramifications can still be made so that the machine becomes the best of its kind.
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